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… to create an alphabetical catalog for a
large collection of a multitude of books
from all over the world brings up

“intricate and difficult
problems that torture the
mind.” (Tillett, 2004, quoting Sir
Thomas Hyde, 1674)

History of the Uniform Title

“standardized title” ALA/MLA
rules for recordings

First MLA meeting held

1933
1931

C ode for C ataloging Music
and Phonorecords

1949
1937

NYP Library included space
on catalog card between the
author and title

1967
1958

“conventional title”
“distinctive title” “title
generally known” “uniform
heading” and “factitious
entry” (ALA C ataloging
Rules for Author and Title
Entries)

“uniform title” (AngloAmerican C ataloging Rules)

Quotations—uniform titles
Uniform titles are a vexation to music catalogers, who must
spend considerable time on authority work to establish them.
They are a menace to unwary patrons not thoroughly
schooled in their arcane structure and application. However,

they are absolutely necessary to bring together in
logical order in the catalog all of the different editions of the
same composition.
(Fling, 1990)

Quotations from library literature

Quotations--Keyword searching
All attempts to provide coherent, accurate access
to large numbers of Net and Web resources have
been dismal failures, failing to provide either
recall or relevance. There is a simple reason why
this is and will remain so--keyword

searching has proven to be
inadequate for decades, especially
when compared to standardization of access
points and the creation of internally consistent
authority files.”
(Gorman, 1997)

Quotations—Keyword searching
“If I had to blame the stunted development of online
catalogs on one thing,” writes Andrew K. Pace in American
Libraries, “it would be the introduction of keyword
searching….Our profession’s utter fascination with the

ability to keyword search a catalog has
kept both librarians and vendors
myopic for nearly 25 years.”
(Boyd, 2005, quoting Pace, 2005)

Quotations—Keyword searching
Patrons can be overwhelmed by large
retrieval sets when the catalogs provide

inadequate means of interpreting
the nature of the relationships.
(Vellucci 1998)

Quotations--Display
…at this point many of the systems we are given
cannot be used well.

They are inherently

deficient.”
(Coral, 1993)

Quotations--Display
We lost the collocation of many works and expressions in
OPACs that, to this day, typically do not properly index uniform
titles. Just

talk to your music librarian
colleagues to hear their dismay about current
online catalogs displaying musical works. Our tools are not as
good as they should be or as they can be. … Yet, those OPACs
brought us the ability to filter and limit searches and to bring
together records in ways we could not do in book or card

catalogs. They

gave us the mixed blessing of
keyword searching for great recall at the
expense of precision.
(Tillett, 2005)

Quotations—Our mission
Bad record design and bad catalog design have dulled us to
our mission to carry out the cataloging objectives. It is no
wonder that even many catalogers have forgotten the potential
value of main entries using uniform titles when necessary for
carrying out the objectives of the catalog. … generations of
library leaders … allowed the development of OPACs that
impede the user who seeks particular works much more than
the card catalog ever did. Perhaps

it is time for a
Renaissance of the work principle to lead the
library catalog out of the Dark Ages that current library
leadership have allowed to descend over it.
(Yee 2000)

Quotations—New technology
If the assembly of such complex displays is beyond the capacity of [the
vendors] that deliver records on demand over the Internet to catalog
searchers, then perhaps the conclusion to be reached is that this

is

not the correct technology to be used in the construction
of catalogs. Perhaps we are letting the tail wag the dog. Lest we
become inveterate dog-waggers, perhaps we should seek

new

technology that is capable of producing online public access
catalogs, as opposed to our current online public access finding lists.
(Yee 2005)

Quotations--Relationships
“If our normalized data is not
searched and displayed separately
from non-normalized data, all of the
expensive work we do to link and
demonstrate relationships … is

lost in a sea of mud.
(Yee 2013)

Quotations—Bottom line
When we try to argue for the continuing existence of our
profession on the basis of our expertise in the organization of

information, what

scholar in the humanities is
going to stand up for us, after spending a career
trying to navigate the chaos we have created in our
online catalogs for those who are looking for known
prolific works?

(Yee 2005)

Reasons for the Fallout
■ Vendors do not read our literature.
■ Each music librarian is only one voice among many in his/her own
system. It is hard for one voice to have enough knowledge and clout
to sufficiently explain, advocate, and convince others about what is
needed in their corner of the universe.
■ The information needed to have a coherent catalog is in the MARC
record and is not used.
■ The music community is small and without financial influence.
■ The solution will be political—and technical.

Why not to care?
Users will still search by
keyword

■ True, but we as librarians have to
be able to locate music in our
catalog even if our users can’t.

Our authority system is too
expensive

■ Expensive but vital

We’re using the wrong
technology
We’re using the wrong
philosophy

■ Yes, but the information is there
and we know a good
presentation is possible

■ Perhaps, but that is for
visionaries of the future

Getting back on our migration route
■ Write enhancement requests and advertise for votes from other
institutions
■ Focus the message—alphabetical display of uniform titles (from 240
and 700 |t fields) under author search
■ Write letter with signatures from Alma Users Group, Big Ten librarians,
an MLA committee, others?
■ What am I forgetting?
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